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About better and healthy working in a wheelchair 

1000 and 1   Tips & Tricks          

       
More circulation = Oxygen = (Energy, Alertness, Focus) = Work = Best Performance = More Earning  Power 

 

The efficiency increases by 

30%.  

Able to tilt  torso forward to 

work. 
The wheelchair should adapt to 

me, not the other way around! 

Your workload becomes more 

likeable! 

My stomach no longer gets in 

the way. 

For a more open, proud, 

upright posture.  

Refresh your workposition.  

Dare more activity. 

Always angled-up in  the right 

position for doing the job.Line-

up with your workstation. 

Enrich your work environment.  

I no longer feel like I am 

fighting my own body. 

Have a better job by relaxing at 

work!  

The healthy work wheelchair.  

Take the stress out of working, 

driving and sitting. 

Fit2work in the Rolling Office.   

A place to feel good. 

Improves workers’ health and 

productivity.  

Absorb more oxygen.  

Enlarged torso abdominal 

cavity.  

Change your position whenever 

you want  

Lowering muscle tension. 

Your body will open up.  

Being fully focussed and 

relaxed while working. 

Get an energy boost. 

In-and exhale with any 

impedement 

deeply and calmly. 

Inhale the world in your own 

comfort zone. 
No more bumpy rides in the 

factory! 
Have everything within reach! 
I am able work to  the way I 

want to work”.     

To be one with WorkHopper!       
Get the job done with the 

WorkHopper 

Fit4work

 

The WorkHopper gives you a guaranteed 8 hours of healthy work each day. Continuous shift between active and 

passive positions. The best position is always the next position you will assume! Subjecting a body to static stress 

often causes lower back pain and well as neck and arm injuries. Intuitive change of position due to subtle weight 

transfer.Static stress is very harmful. It brings pain,contractures,cramp,unease 

acidification and rigidity 

Take note! You only have one body, and we are dedicated to taking good care of it! 

S E E  V I D EO http://www.o4wheelchairs.com/wheelchairs/workhopper     

 
 

http://www.o4wheelchairs.com/wheelchairs/workhopper
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The adjusting range is set as needed. Go for next position! Use it or loose it! 

                                    

O4WorkHopper©®TM       Thé Work WheelChair 

Doubly adjustable wheelchair of seatangle  and backrest angle. 
O4Work WheelChairs:  WorkHopper  + AP-M     
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WorkHopper   for LABOUR 4.0 of the so-called ‘New Way of Working’. 
Riding a wheelchair and working in a wheelchair  can become less demanding, less painful and more enjoyable. 

It will become possible to ride a wheelchair comfortably, with an upright and open workposture and without 

injuries or deformation. 

.               
The professional Worker in the perfect O4 High Performance Wheelchair. 
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§1  INTRODUCTION 
Do contemporary wheelchairs restrict your life? Do wheelchairs cramp your posture, make you fatter and give you 

‘wheelchair shoulders’and a ‘saggy belly’ ? Have 10 years of wheelchair use done you more harm than the actual 

cause of your handicap itself? This is all about to change! Riding a wheelchair and working in a wheelchair  can 

become less demanding, less painful and more enjoyable. It will become possible to ride a wheelchair comfortably, 

with an upright and open workposture and without injuries or deformation. 

Why opt for a work wheelchair? Most workers are in a transport wheelchair at work. These are little more than 

a glorified foldable fishing chair with wheels. Have you ever tried sitting in one of them for an hour? You would 

not last long in one of these! As such, it is no wonder that so many wheelchair users have problems. Working in a 

transport wheelchair forces workers to damage their bodies and underperform!Take note! You only have one body, 

and we are dedicated to taking good care of it! 

                                     
Working in a wheelchair,  the  thorax stability is the most important  point! 

We were wondering why so many wheelchairs users wish to spend their days in hard-to-use, energy-sapping 

folding wheelchairs which are like fishing chairs with wheels. Although there is a convenient alternative The 

WorkHopper. Why would you spend all day in an energy-sapping wheelchair just for the convenience of one single 

folding action?It is hard to propel and turn them, and you will not have to place quite such a load on your shoulder 

muscles and joints. In a few years, not-folding fixed-frame wheelchairs will outnumber folding wheelchairs. 

 

CORRECT POSITION TO WORK,TO SIT AND TO DRIVE 

                                                                                        

O4WorkHopper©®TM      YOUR BODY IS OUR CONCERN 

Thanks to being in movement continuously, your back becomes stronger. Your circulation is stimulated, and you 

are able to get through the day in a healthier way, without any physical issues. The WorkHopper ‘s Double seat 

and backrest adjustment prevents shearing forces. 

AllRounder Problem Solver 

DRIVING

•DEEP BETWEEN DRIVE 
WHEELS

SITTING
•THORAX STABILITY

WORK

• CORRECT POSITION TO 
WORK

POSTURAL 
VARIATION

SIT

TING

WORK

STANDING 

TRANS
FER

DRI

VING
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You are seated in a stable manner at all times.Dynamic working, sitting, and driving allows you to burn more 

calories than if you are seated in a static manner all day. Switching from a SINGLE POSITION WHEELCHAIR 

to a MULTIPLE POSITION WHEELCHAIR takes you from 2D working, driving and sitting to the 3rd dimension! 

§1.1  WORKERS IN WHEELCHAIRS PERFORM ALL 

OF THEIR WORK IN THE SAME POSITION. 
Your car seat has it! 

 Your office chair has it! 

  But your wheelchair doesn’t have it!  

   You sit in a SINGLE POSITION WHEELCHAIR.  

    Whereas you need proper positioning more than anyone! 

     The MULTIPLE POSITION WHEELCHAIR.  

      So a work wheelchair   

       Thé WorkHopper 

If sitting is bad for you, then why are so many wheelchairs unadjustable? Why does every car seat and office chair 

come with various position settings, and yet wheelchairs don’t? Would you think it is strange to need tools to 

adjust the seat in your car? Can you imagine having to work like that? Probably not! If so, then let me have an 

adjustable backrest and seat! 

All these irrevocably lead to: A more crooked posture, weight gain, stiffness, a red bottom, ‘wheelchair 

shoulders’, a saggy belly,tennis arm, golfers elbow and overstretched neck, etc.Your wheelchair damages you. 

Workers end up in a negative spiral. Your wheelchair is hard to propel, thus causing obesity and loss of function. 

A SINGLE POSITION WHEELCHAIR that only allows an about  900-900-900 sitting position in which the static 

forces working on the body are very high cut off the body’s life flow, just like someone stepping on a hose while 

trying to water the garden. The hose will run dry! 

T  H  E    B  E  S  T    P  O  S  I  T  I  O  N    I  S     T  H  E     N  E  X  T     O  N  E  
Friendly pressure is the next pressure. De-stress by varying your position. 

         
Refresh your seatposition. 

The WorkHopper opens up a whole new world of possibilities. From now on, you can perform each task in the 

best position for that task. The WorkHopper encourages subconscious movement. You can adjust the WorkHopper 

to the right position in a very intuitive manner by subtly moving your torso.Changing your position has a refreshing 

effect. It improves one’s circulation and one’s ability to concentrate. As such, it increases a worker’s output and 

helps prevent physical issues. Enrich your work environment!Static working, in a SINGLE POSITION 

WHEELCHAIR causes significant damage to your body. 

          
                              Health-focused work wheelchair for a more open, proud, upright posture. 

The perfect wheelchair, which allows double seat and backrest adjustment. This is why O4 has created the 

WorkHopper, which guarantees health, vitality, and the ability to work efficiently. 
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   There’s always a step that fits you in that moment         O4’s 20  Adjustment  

Having the right sitting position is very important. But what’s even more important is switching positions regularly. 

Ergonomics is all about switching out your working position.Adjust the wheelchair backrest in 20 increments; you 

are sure to find a setting that is comfortable for you!Permanent contact between YOUR back and the backrest to 

provide support in all positions. 

                            
RCA ( Remote Continuously Adjustable) Seat-System  

                                         
Multi Position wheelchair: “The WorkHopper .” 

§1.2  PURPOSE OF A WORK WHEELCHAIR 
The purpose of a work wheelchair is to provide the body with support so that the worker can do a variety of work, 

such as reaching for things, moving loads and working on screens, with proper torso stability. The wheelchair 

facilitates and accommodates any position that is needed to do the work. Double adjustment, of both the seat and 

the backrest, enables the worker to work in a bent-over position for sustained periods of time. The worker will be 

sustainably employable, with no more injuries, occupational illnesses, etc. Lowering of workers’ muscle activity 

by 25% creates energy and prevents tiredness. The wheelchair allows workers to develop strength and muscle 

mass. The locomotor systems’ peak loads and net loads at any given time are reduced. The workers’ earning power 

is increased, and they are given the opportunity to develop new movement patterns in a safe manner. 

                                     
Fit in the cockpit 
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                                                                  Deep                                High 

                                                                                            15 cm height difference measured vertically 
O4 offers two settings: The bottom dead centre for relaxing and being seated deep between the drive wheels, and 

the top dead centre for active working  and comfortably getting into and out of one’s wheelchair.  End of course 

all steps between that.  

 

 

 

Force
 

 
 

                                            

•BALANCE / 

•GRAVITY

•THORAX 
STABILITY

•ENERGY 
MANAGEMENT 

•ADJUSTABILITY•THORAX 
STABILITY

•RELIEVING 

WORK ETHIC ABLE TO DO THE 
JOB

TO SURFIVE 
WORKINGDAY /

REACHING 
RETIREMENT 

AGE

BEST 
PERFORMANCE 

/ UNDER 
PERFORMAN

CE 
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§1.4 CAN YOU WORK A REGULAR JOB WHEN 

PARALYSED? 
 

Dynamic support in every position while working, even for paraplegic and quadriplegic  workers, thanks to a right 

backrest-strapping-fixation. The high level of back support causes the torso to grow more stable, while allowing for 

a wide range of motion for the arms. Even wheelchair users who are nearly completely paralysed can now move 

in every direction, down to 2700. Being in a stable sitting position is a prerequisite for dynamic working, sitting 

and driving. 

                                                                                  
We are passionated to set up paralysed workers in active stable upright position. 

If your intervertebral discs are all receiving the same amount of pressure, you will be able to do a fair amount of 

work, and your risk for hernias or other injuries will be reduced.Your sitting position will mainly be determined 

by the shape and contour of your seat and backrest. 

                                                                              
We bring you in the right shape to perform. The ability to move in every direction. Stable and more secure. Reach 

further and grab things. 

Stability when working. The back consists of many individual components. A paralysed person’s back is like a 

pearl necklace being held together by a piece of string. The spine is kept upright by muscles or by a backrest with 

the right contour and fit, just like a mast is kept up by stays. 

                                 
Torso stability when performing physically demanding activities.                    Each person’s back is unique. 

                                                                                               
Look at your body-backprofile.  Take the good basic attitude for a sustainable work position. 

           
Thorax stabilty is the  basic for work. Put yourself in the upright active stable position. 

                              
Grounding with O4 ‘s 5 Anchor Positioning. See § 7.1 

Even wheelchair workers who are nearly completely paralysed can now move in every direction, down to 2700. 

Being in a stable sitting position is a prerequisite for dynamic working, sitting and driving. 
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The healthiest and least demanding position for work is the ideal S-shape, featuring both inward curvature 

(lordosis) and outward curvature (kyphosis). The bracing frame in the backrest has the right contour and will be 

invisibly incorporated into the backrest. The right fit for every wheelchair user, allowing them to do their job! We 

will adjust the height, contour and shape of the backrest  to be able to provide you with the highest possible level 

of support. 

                                                                                     
This backrest primarily supports the spine. If necessary, the backrest will continue well past the underside of your 

shoulder blades. The delta shape of the backrest will enable you to move your arms or shoulders without touching 

the backrest. The backrest will not be in your way when you reach for something, grab it or propel your wheelchair.  

A good posture position is vital for wheelchair workers. Extending the body, thoracic extension, will relax the 

wheelchair user’s musculoskeletal system. 

               
        BodyPoint                        Fixation  / Strapping    Belt  under knee. AJ2  Belt with Tensioners  Vest Fixation 

                                                               
Seat-Orthosis  / Exoskelet 

§2  WORKER 
For people with disabilities the workplace has a certain extra. It provides social recognition and confirmation. 

Workers want to get involved and no pity. 

                                     
 The improved circulation provides the worker with more oxygen, ensuring that they are refreshed and are 

able to be more alert and remain energetic. If you are not experiencing any discomfort, you are better able 

to focus on your work, and as a result, there will be fewer accidents. 

 Workers enjoy their work more due to improved posture support. 

 Our wheelchairs help ‘longseaters’ remain healthy and ensure their vitality. 

 Workers can work with a sense of inner peace; no more having to put up a front. 

 The work is less strenuous, resulting in more smiles per hour ☺ ☼.  

 Workers are better protected against wheelchair-related consequential damage, occupational illnesses, 

and the characteristic phenomenon of crooked posture, ‘wheelchair shoulders’ tennis arm, golfers elbow, 

hernias, a `saggy belly` weight gain, stiffness, a red bottom, , and overstretched neck etc. 

 Workers want to be able to show commitment to their work and retain their vitality while working, 

resulting in better pay. They want to no longer be impeded by their wheelchair in accomplishing these 

aims.  
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§2.0  WHAT DO YOU WANT? WHAT DON’T YOU 

WANT? 
What do you want?I want a healthy wheelchair that ensures my vitality. I want to be able to make it to the end of 

the day in a healthy manner, and to the end of my working life as well. I want a wheelchair that does not limit me 

in my work, and as such, increases my earning power. 

What don’t you want?Workers such as yourself no longer want to work in a transport wheelchair. These are little 

more than glorified folding fishing chairs with wheels, that force you to sit in a more crooked and slumped position, 

and cause problems like weight gain or the characteristic so-called ‘wheelchair shoulders’, saggy belly.  

§2.1  THE WORK WHEELCHAIR OF MY DREAMS. 

                                   
The wheelchair should adapt to me, not the other way around!I would like to be able to drive with 30% less effort. 

I want to be able to adopt any position that my work requires me to adopt.I want to be able to be properly supported 

in as many work positions as possible, and be able to switch between work positions whenever I want.Sitting is 

moving – and in my case, sitting is being able to move with the proper support. 

                                                                                                                                                                           
 

I have to be able to adjust my position intuitively without tools, just by moving my torso.I no longer want to be 

forced into extremely static positions. I want to experience the support afforded by proper seat and backrest 

contours.I want to be able to lay back, take power naps, and take it easy after a meal.I want to be able to make it 

through my working days and get to my retirement in good health. 
 

                                                       
 

Worker: "As it is, I get up a lot more and have fewer pressure points. I feel like I’m floating, as it were. This 

wheelchair makes me feel like I weigh 30% less. It allows me to switch to a chair, the toilet, or a car with a lot 

more ease. I also have less physical complaints nowadays. It feels as though my circulation has improved a lot. 

After many years of just sitting in my chair and wasting away, I now feel independent again”. 

§2.3  DISABLED WOMAN BUILDS HER OWN 

WHEELCHAIR! 
The wheelchair  according your dreams. 

Configure your desired wheelchair. Our Principle: A=OxQs    Acceptance = Ownership x Quality Solution 

                                                            
What do you think of them as O4 ahead wish-wheel-balance guarantees (e.g. 15-85%) rear wheel ratio for 

pressure or 0-100%!) Do you dare? 

                                            
We BodyScan you 3600 
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            Virtual cockpit 

 
        3-d-measurement    3-d-SizeMatch 

                    
Put your wishes down for example energy use lower than  140 Watts maximum. Challenge us! 

§2.4  EARNING POWER 
Your current wheelchair is a transport wheelchair, a fishing chair on wheels. It limits you severely in doing your 

work. It forces you to underperform, whereas you want to perform at your best!Improve your earning power and 

drive O4 into a better job.Go from a  limited earning power to a better earning power.O4   helps you to climb the 

career ladder. Compensation for my work wheelchair: Will I be compensated?Your work wheelchair can be 

subsidised. To see  §11 Compensation    / Employer / Government / Insurance Company.  

§2.6  IS MY WHEELCHAIR SUITABLE FOR WORK? 
You set high standards when it comes to your wheelchair in the workplace. That makes sense because you sit in it 

for many hours throughout the day. It is therefore important that your wheelchair suits your working environment 

and the tasks you perform in every situation. 

TAKE THE TEST! 
Contact us immediately if you agree to 75% or more of these statements. 

I need tools to adjust my wheelchair’s position. 

My work sucks my energy and gives me no energy. 

The weight distribution across the wheels cannot be 

fine-tuned to match MY centre of gravity. 

I cannot reach the rear axle with my fingertips. 

I feel stiff by the end of the working day. 

My shoulders and neck are tender and painful. 

I work in a static single position, without ways to 

adjust my position and relax. 

My wheelchair does not have any settings that 

would allow me to do my work properly. 

My wheelchair does not allow me to change my 

position. 

I feel pressure on my intestines, lungs, lymph nodes 

and groin area. 

I have to put in a lot of effort to keep myself from 

slumping. 

I have a small action radius. 

My position is a passive one. 
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It is hard for me to look at the horizon, and this 

causes me neck and shoulder aches. 

It is hard for me to look up at my co-workers. 

I would like to be able to drive with 30% less effort. 

Make an appointment and come by for a test drive and a trial period!  

§3  WORK WHEELCHAIR 
In order to work more dynamically and to sit and move around freely in your wheelchair, it is important that you 

are able to constantly adjust the settings of the seat and backrest. Being able to change your posture will enable 

you to work independently, have a much further reach and, more importantly, you will be able to carry out more 

active tasks in your workplace and thereby enhance your employability. The WorkHopper will increase your 

freedom of movement considerably. But that’s not all. Thanks to the WorkHopper, you will still have plenty of 

energy to spare at the end of the day. “The WorkHopper “ can be adjusted while moving without the use of tools” 

Permanent contact between back and backrest to support in all positions.Go from 2D to 3D wheelchair working, 

sitting and driving. Refreshing altering between moments of movement, refreshing moments, and moments of 

relaxation. Sitting in a slumped manner not only causes lower back problems and shoulder complaints, but also 

causes absenteeism. Decubitus is one of the main causes of absenteeism for physical reasons. The impact of 

moving loads can cause decubitus in workers. O4’s cushions have an ergonomic shape. There is a bend in the seat 

2/3rds of the way in, which enables the worker to sit in a stable manner. 

§3.0  DOUBLE ADJUSTMENT FOR A DYNAMIC 

SITTING POSTURE ( SEAT-ANGLE- AND   BACK-

ANGLE-ADJUSTMENT) 
Sitting has everything to do with movement. It is therefore logical that very few people can sit down for long 

periods of time. The possibility to vary an active and a passive sitting posture through adjusting the sitting and 

back angle is important. Your sitting posture will thus become more dynamic. You determine yourself when you 

want to sit actively or in a more relaxed position. You can easily adjust the sitting angle to your needs at a particular 

moment. This adjustment has a reach of 15 cm (vertical)  between the two extremes. 

Versatile  Work WheelChair   All-In-One.         O4WorkHopper©®TM Work-WheelChair 
 A jack-of-all-trades. Always self-supporting. 

Doubly adjustable wheelchair. Infinitely adjustable seating angle. “The WorkHopper “ can be adjusted while 

moving without the use of tools” 

 
AllRounder                         ProblemSolver  

The WorkHopper is the most energy-efficient wheelchair ever constructed in the active, healthy work wheelchair 

category. Have you ever seen a wheelchair who can this? Why can you do this in your office chair and autochair 

but not in your wheelchair?  

              
      Transport      Stepless seatangle adjustment  Double adjustbable wheelchair               20 Backrest Adjustment.  

The WorkHopper  backrest and seat  is twice angle-adjustable. 

Permanent contact between back and backrest to support in all your positions. 
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Backrest adjustment and seat angle adjustment are two independent processes. 

§3.0A   THE  ADVANTAGES OF A WORKHOPPER 
Can I do my work more efficient? Can I earn my bread better? Can I better reintegrate with a workwheelchair? 

The  WorkHopper can support your body according to your preference. The WorkHopper  is the only wheelchair 

that can be changed under a table or desk by seating angle.The WorkHopper offers you the possibility to constantly 

vary your sitting posture as opposed to remaining in a fixed sitting positition.You can also adjust the WorkHopper 

at your workplace to help you carry out your tasks in the best possible way.The excellent shock absorption enables 

you to move around the factory, warehouse or office comfortably and without pain.The back and sitting angle 

adjustment allows you to carry out every task in a position that is comfortable for you.The WorkHopper is the 

most energy-efficient occupational wheelchair in its class and will leave you with more energy for other 

activities.Because the wheelchair is made from a 3D body scan, it fits your specific body measurements 

precisely.The integrated rollover protection guarantees your safety. See to  § 15 tip controls. 

§3.2  ACTIVELY GETTING IN AND OUT / STANDING  

UP / SITTING DOWN / LEG POSITION 
Occupational therapist: Workers are seated lower between the wheels when driving, and can then raise 

themselves up 15 cm to line up with their workstation properly. Workers are able to get up more safely. Their 

confidence starts returning. Getting up can be very difficult and strenuous for wheelchair users, but thanks to 

WorkHopper, users’ knees are more easily and safely brought into a locked position. Wheelchair users are once 

again able to and dare to move actively, within their own limits, and become less dependent. By doing things 

themselves, they will stay healthy for longer, and thus have a better quality of life. 

                                                       
Fix Knee pivot point gives  always floor / foot plate contact. Standing up with 30% less power. 

                                                                         
In-Out-Step-Actively 

 “If you only get up independently eight times a day, that will be enough to maintain functionality.” (Source: 

UrsKempf, physiotherapist).  

 Triple can now at almost standard seat height    Leg motion                             

                                                                                                                                   settlement          seat height   

Invitation to standing up and sitting down. 

                                        
’To work healthily, you have to have both feet squarely on the ground. Proper foot support aids in torso stability 

and improves your ability to labour. It also prevents dangling, constricted, or numb legs and contributes to 

workplace optimisation.Proper foot support also allows you to lift larger and heavier objects more safely.More 

legroom and continuous contact with the ground ensure higher levels of safety during transfers and all other kinds 

of tasks.Publicist/Physical therapist Beng Enstrom: ‘The ground is the perfect foot support, for grounded people 

who want to sit in a more grounded manner. 
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Performing a Bobath transfer. Always put your feet right underneath your centre of gravity, which will reduce the 

amount of effort expended by 30%. AP-M: TIP: Make transfers very light and easy. By  standing up put feet under 

point of gravity !    With the right gas spring, the required arm strength will be less than 6kg. 

                         

§4  WORKPLACE 
The WorkHopper is a great asset for improving workplaces and occupational health and safety. 

§4.0 DO THE WORKPLACE TEST WITH US! 
The wheelchair should adapt to me, not the other way around! I will not fight against my own body!You want 

dynamic working sitting and driving. You will see that there is a large improvement potential to tap. We see a lot 

of business blindness and because we never actually so with our self. So take the profit and let’s look 

systematically. 

 
Line up and Angled up with your workstation 

                   

WE DO  THE WORKPLACE TEST WITH YOU! 
We can visit you at work or at home. See §20 

 
Fully seat-angle adjustment under a 68cm table thanks knee-pivot-mechanism. Line up and  angle-up to the work 

/ workpiece. 

                            
How does your body move, during the work? 
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Best  Performance thanks to thorax stability; seat and back profiles  and extensive 

adjusting capabilities. 

             
Work & Relax. 

                       
WorkHopper  Get the job done. 

                                                
Activ –Passiv Module  (AP-M) 

                           
                                                               Well-supported thanks smart-functions. 

§5  HEALTH   

 

§5.0  HEALTHY WORKING POSITION 
There is no such thing as the perfect working position! Your body is calling out for variation in its position. On 

average, people change their position 60 times per hour.(Whole night 35 times).  

WorkHopper gives you the freedom, support, and relief to be able to do 

so.WorkHopper helps you achieve this. It gives your pelvis, torso, neck, hips, and 

muscles the chance to move all the time, ensuring that your joints stay flexible and 

promotes proper blood and oxygen supply. 

Leaning forward to work is only advisable with a wheelchair that the posture 

supports - a double adjustable wheelchair, in which the angle between backrest and 

seat can be adjusted.   
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When working in a bent-over position, your neck and shoulders rapidly start experiencing strain due to the weight 

of your head (8 kg on average). 

Double adjustment, of both the seat and the backrest, enables the worker to work in a bent-over position for 

sustained periods of time. It improve health significantly. 

Static forces limit your thoracic and abdominal cavity capacity, making your posture increasingly bent. Your 

working position is the best one, if you refresh your position! Working and sitting is all about movement. 

Ergodynamics is all about movement. So exchange your SINGLE POSITION WHEELCHAIR for a MULTIPLE 

POSITION WHEELCHAIR immediately!The load placed on both strained and unstrained areas should vary 

constantly. Refresh your body by changing your position frequently.Your subconscious knows your health 

situation the best. WorkHopper lets you change your position intuitively and unconsciously 

§5.1  HEALTHY WORKING / STAYING HEALTHY 

AND MAINTAINING VITALITY 
Working in a bent-over position can only be done responsibly in a wheelchair that supports you in your work 

properly: a doubly adjustable wheelchair that allows you to change the angle of both the seat and the backrest. 

The net load that your vertebrae bear at any given time has to be kept to a minimum. Unfortunately, the static 

forces working on your body are always very high when you are sitting in a wheelchair. 

                                                                       
                    Pelvis  backwards                             Activating                                Pelvis  frontwards 

The pelvis-forwards-position  is important and the absolute basic to work! 

Your body is crying out for variation in the sitting position.  

                                                                        
Symmetrical and asymmetrical postures are all good.   

                                   
But change is most  important! 

                  
The WorkHopper  backrest and seat  is twice angle-adjustable. 

 

 

Leaning forward to work is only with a wheelchair advisable that the posture 

supports - a double adjustable wheelchair, in which the angle between backrest and 

seat can be adjusted. 

                               
Compression seat-position                                           Make space for organs and vital functions.  

Why sit a wheelchair worker  never sit in this healthy position? 
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Motion variation                                       

Why drive most wheelchairworkers slumped and how can you avoid that? Kyphosis / Slumped posture:  

Working in a transport wheelchair forces workers to damage their bodies and underperform! Which worker  

would you like to be? Between the age of 55-65 act and damage to the bowels frequently. For example, the 

bladder often must be removed.  

                              
The compression position makes you very passive. Problems come: immobilisation and lack of activation 

Deterioration;  Slumped position;   Depressing, mentally exhausting; Lack of movement stimulates crookedness 

of the spine (compressed posture);  Organs lack the necessary space; Static forces limit your thoracic and 

abdominal cavity capacity, making your posture increasingly bent. 

 A SINGLE POSITION WHEELCHAIR that only allows an about  900-900-900 

sitting position in which the static forces working on the body are very high cut off 

the body’s life flow, just like someone stepping on a hose while trying to water the 

garden. The hose will run dry!Open the body to let  flow internal processes. Flow 

wheelchair: Energize yourself. Make space in the chest and the abdominal cavity. 

The body opens up. Refined balance between work and relaxation.  

 

 

                                              
Improve your health. 

                          
Prevent a compression position and thereby a   seat-belly. 

 

§5.2  EFFECTS ON ONE’S HEALTH OF A SINGLE 

POSITION WHEELCHAIR VERSUS A MULTIPLE 

POSITION WHEELCHAIR, FROM A MEDICAL 

PERSPECTIVE 
SINGLE POSITION WHEELCHAIR     MULTIPLE POSITIONS WHEELCHAIRS 

Active                                     Passive  

Static                                                                                                                                                          Dynamic  

Work sucks energy                 Work gives energy 

Unhealthy                                                              Healthy, ensures vitality 
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Unstable  Torso                                                                                                                  (Torso) stability 

Tense                                                                                                                                         Relaxed 

Underperforming                         Performing at your best 

Limited earning power                                                                                 Increased earning power 

Lack of activation, immobilisation                                                                          Activation, mobilisation 

Fishing chair on wheels                                                                                                                   WorkHopper 

Deterioration                                                                                                Improvement 

Slumped position                                                          O4 ‘s 5-Anchor Positioning 

Depressing, mentally exhausting                                                                                        Refreshing, reviving 

Unbeneficial support                                                                             Beneficial support 

Lack of movement, locked joints                                                                          Variation of movement 

Stimulates crookedness of the spine (compressed posture)                                        Extension position 

Organs lack the necessary space                                                     Organs can function as they ought to 

Causes concave chest cavity                                                                   No strain on organs 

Obstructs the diaphragm                                                                        20% more breathing capacity 

Absenteeism                                                                       Ability to work more hours and make more money 

Inefficient                                                                                                                                                   Efficient 

You have to adapt to your wheelchair                                                               The wheelchair adapts to you 

You have to choose a specific position when you buy it              You can adjust the position in an intuitive manner at any time 

Having to be helped, being dependent                                                                           Self-supporting / Autonomy 

You need tools to adjust your position                                        You do not need tools to adjust your position 

Kyphosis / Slumped posture                                         Proud Upright     Extension position 

People look down at you.                                                                                     More eye contact. 

Neck aches due to having to look up.                                                              15cm Uplift reduces neck pain. 

Difficult transfers.                                                          Easy to get into and out of 

Sub-optimal.                                                                        Place to feel good 

Pressure points                                                                                                  Flow wheelchair: Energize yourself 

Decreased cognition                                 Increased cognition due to better blood and oxygen supply 

Pain, injuries.                                                                                            Pain-free and no more injuries 

Decreased brain activity and cognition                                        Increased brain activity / Cognition 

Discomfort                                                                                        Comfort 

Unnecessary risks                                     Risks can be avoided; Prevention / Safety 

More unhealthy years                                                                                               More healthy years 

Lack of movement; sugar and fat are stored                                          Movement: sugar and fat are burned as fuel 

Static 900-900-900-Position         The ability to lay back, change position 

An inactive life is a silent killer                                                                    An active life full of vitality 

“He isn’t moving, it doesn’t look good.”                                           Movement is a sign of life 

Sitting is the new smoking                          Dynamic sitting causes relief 

Low mobility may lead to premature death.                                          More body activity, so less risk of illnesses 

Lack of movement limits the growth  of new nerve cells     Movement promotes nerve cells 

Lack of movement increases the chances of cardiac arrest     Movement brings flow! 

             
Lack of movement limits the growth  of new nerve cells.  

             Brain activity after 20 minutes: of sitting down  ↑                               ↑ 

        brain activity after 20 minutes of driving 
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§5.3  GREAT VARIETY OF MOVEMENT  
THROUGHOUT YOUR DAY; MOMENTS OF MOVEMENT, 

ENJOYMENT, AND RELAXATION, PIT STOPS / MICRO BREAKS / 

DESK NAPS, AND POWER NAPS. 

Stretching for longseater   

                                                 
Stretching will strengthen your muscles and remove tension from your shoulder girdle, neck and surroundings and 

thorax. The body opens up. Doesn’t that feel wonderful? Continuous shift between active and passive positions 

which matches the rhythm of your movements. Later you’relaxed and focussed. Space for thoughts! 

Activ-Passiv-Module  (AP-M) 

T h e   b e s t    p o s i t i o n    i s    t h e    n e x t    o n e. A clever balance between work and relaxation is created. 

Be happier and more productive. Taking more micro breaks helps you attain a smarter way of working, and 

promotes one’s health and vitality. Stretching will strengthen your muscles and remove tension from the shoulders, 

the neck area, and the chest. Feel the benefits! Refresh your body by changing your position frequently. The 

WorkHopper  can be outfitted with a head rest, comfortable leg supports and armrests. 

Pit stop / Micro-breaks / Desksleep  / Power nap  
More micro-breaks promote smart working and health vitality. Continuous shift between active and passive 

positions which matches the rhythm of your movementsThe best position is always the next position you will 

assume! Your wheelchair must be able to help you assume your next position! 

   AP-M       WorkHopper  
Extending strengthens muscles and increases the tension of the shoulder girdle, the neck and the chest. Feel the 

benefit! Refresh your body with a change in attitude. The body opens up. Refined balance between work and 

relaxation. You will inhale the world in your own comfort zone. 

                                          Activ-Passiv-Module  (AP-M) 

Well being. Alternating pressure levels will help your tissue regenerate. 

Remain relaxed and healthy / relax in between jobs so as to conserve  energy   
By relaxing, you will stop your muscles from growing stiff and being overloaded. Your muscle tone will fluctuate, 

which will reduce fatigue and permanent static forces. A person seated in a dynamic position is able to absorb 

more oxygen, into his or her enlarged torso. Furthermore, his or her metabolism will be improved inside the 

enlarged abdominal cavity. A dynamic sitting position reduces the level of lactic acid in the muscles.By assuming 

a dynamic sitting position, you will prevent undesirable sitting positions from becoming a habit, which will reduce 

contractures (reduced joint mobility). If you are able to change your position whenever you want to, you will not 

engage in static sitting, which is harmful. Dynamic sitting stimulates muscle activity, which will cause the muscles 

in question to be used and trained constantly. Great for ensuring optimal energy and concentration levels. Keep 

healthy and vital. ‘Longseater’ workers want to be able to maintain their health in their work wheelchair. 

            
Lean-back Passiv             Activ   In-Out-Step-Actively 

My stomach no longer gets in the way. 
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Nice S-shape of the  Spine,                                                                            

Workers know all about sitting properly, as their own bodies will provide feedback on their posture! It is crucial 

that their wheelchair facilitates their ongoing quest for positions which will result in low muscle tone. A wheelchair 

must provide support when its user assumes a certain position.  

Wheelchair users know which positions are most likely to help them in any given situation – which positions help 

them relax or be active. They know that when their spine assumes a nice S-shape, they feel nice and relaxed. 

Wheelchair workers know that 100% ‘healthy’ wheelchairs can protect them from occupational injuries, 

contractures, pain, injuries related to being seated and rolling, deformities, permanent curvatures and painful arm-

hoop- movement.   

§6  UNHEALTHY / COMPLAINTS   
COMPLAINTS   BY   WORKING    IN   WHEELCHAIR 

Respiratory problems, constriction issues, fear of falling backwards (tipping), fear of falling over, muscle 

contractures, intestinal problems, decubitus, problems with eating, drinking, and swallowing, foetus position, 

golfer’s elbow, carpal tunnel syndrome, kyphosis, strain on the wrist, mental problems, back problems, numbness 

in the legs, tension, arm, neck and shoulder issues, ‘saggy seat belly’, tennis arm, hernias, golfers elbow, worn-out 

hand/arm/finger joints, injuries to the fingers, and stiffening due to raised shoulders. 

                                                         

§6.2  COMPLAINTS BACK SHOULDER DECUBITUS 
§  6.2  (Lower) back problems There are many different causes for back pain, but one thing they all have in 

common is that the pain gets worse if people have bad posture and insufficient support and movement. The curve 

of the back has to be given proper lumbar support. By supporting the lower back properly, the correct S-shaped 

position of the spine is maintained. This position puts the least pressure on the vertebrae. If you are experiencing 

back problems, then make sure to sit back in your wheelchair properly and set the lumbar support to the right 

height. People are not made for sitting for long periods at a time. The best position is always the next one!  

See to § 9.1 Heavy labour 

Shoulder pains Make sure that your shoulders are as relaxed as possible. A mere 10% strain on the shoulders (the 

amount of strain caused by just barely lifting your shoulders) causes a decrease in the blood circulation within 

your underlying neck muscles of around 50-70%. Make sure to always have a way to support your forearms, and 

try to do all of your work in as compact a manner as possible. It is best to work only directly in front of your body.    

Tip&Tricks: Prevent ‘wheelchair shoulders’: less shoulder pain due to correct settings. 

Decubitus  sore pressure See to § 7.2 Eliminate pressure   § 7.10 Cushions 

§7.0  DYNAMIC SITTING 
Active torso and upper body allow one to work. In order to be able to go about our daily duties, we 

must be able to tilt our torsos forward. This requires a stable position. The torso must be able to be actively tilted 

forward without loading the muscles of the shoulders, neck and back. In addition, the wheelchair user’s 

susceptibility to falling forward must be reduced.In this respect, it is crucial that the wheelchair has an adjustable 

setting, allowing the user to find the right angle between the thighs and the torso. When a wheelchair user actively 

moves forward, his or her pelvis must be in the right position, and the torso must be well balanced.In order to be 

able to work well from a wheelchair, one requires a subtle balance between stability and freedom to move. Doubly 

adjustable wheelchair. Infinitely adjustable seating angle. “The WorkHopper “ can be adjusted while moving 

without the use of tools”The WorkHopper  backrest and seat  is twice angle-adjustable. 

Permanent contact between back and backrest to support in all positions. The more the torso 

is kept in one position, the harder it will be to move and sit dynamically. There is only a tiny difference between 

an active forward movement of the torso and an overly stable and secure position in which the pelvis is angled too 

far backward. In such cases, a permanent α (alfa) hip angle setting and a permanent phi angle setting for the seat 

may be the solution.By properly positioning the body vis-à-vis gravity, one will be able to maintain a healthy 
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position to work in for a longer period of time. This will improve metabolism, breathing and organ function. 

Wheelchair workers will retain less fluid and will be able to inhale and exhale more deeply and calmly. 

                                       
O4 puts you in an active attitude maintained by the gravity and supports of the RCA- Seat System.Permanent 

contact between back and backrest to support in all positions.Backrest adjustment and seat angle adjustment are 

two independent processes.By supporting the lower back properly, the correct S-shaped position of the spine is 

maintained. 

                           
Find For every task  the best workposition  

         

 

 

 

 
Freely Positionable Carrier And Seat System.   Upper And Lower Frame Connectec By An Interface. 

                                           
 

The WorkHopper  backrest and seat is twice angle-adjustable.  
During the day, the human body wishes to assume a different position 60 times per hour, be it consciously or 

subconsciously. At night we only assume a different position 35 times altogether. For this reason, it is good if a 

wheelchair user is able to keep shifting between active and passive postures.                                                                

Kyphosis / Extension  

Take, for instance, the shift between the healthy stretched thoracic extension position with high 

muscle tone and the kyphotic position with low muscle tone. Such muscle tone shifts give 

muscles, tissues and intervertebral discs the opportunity to regenerate. 

People are not made to sit still eight hours a day. You have to keep moving and change your working position 

frequently, and sit up straight as much as possible. This promotes better respiration and circulation. As a result, 

your blood continuously receives oxygen, you have less health issues, you can concentrate all day and you feel 

healthy. 

                              
Lay-back-Feeling 

 

Formula for dynamic sitting and working stability 
A mathematical formula for dynamic working, sitting and driving  does n’t exist of course! But we know that the 

positioning of certain body joints thereby plays an important role. More importantly, is that the worker is able to 

change his workposition.  

DynamicWorking=[α,β,φ,γSeat-Angle-Parameter] x [F/A=P seat pressure]  ∑ motion (pre-match)xTime = ☺  

▼ 

Control / Safety   + movement ensures peace rest; offers freedom of movement 

▼ 
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More circulation = Oxygen = (Energy, Alertness, Focus) = Work=Best Performance=More Earning Power 

▼ 

Makes actively working life possible 
 

                      
The body requires movement. Working, sitting and driving dynamically not only prevents backache and rigidity, 

but also increases your thoracic and abdominal cavity capacity, which in turn improves your intestines’ and lungs’ 

performance, which improves oxygen absorption.  

Reduce your level of fatigue.  By bringing about a stable sitting position with neither too much nor too 

little support. The idea is to grant the wheelchair worker freedom to move, while supporting him or her (by keeping 

him or her in place) where necessary. By putting comfortable pressure on high-impact areas, the impact of work 

being carried out, loads and handling. By supplying the right wheelchair for every activity; By avoiding remaining 

seated for a long time; By providing the wheelchair user with an interesting environment rather than a monotonous 

one.The best position is always the next position you will assume. The sensation of leaning back.These cause the 

body to assume the upright stretched thoracic extension position.       

§7.1  5 -ANCHOR - POSITIONING   

SUSTAINABLE    WORKPOSITION  
Anchoring the position by means of pelvic brake and lumbar support. Every sustainable sitting position is anchored 

by means of gravity. For this reason, it is vital that a wheelchair’s seating system establishes the right balance 

between the musculoskeletal system and gravity. The wheelchair user will be provided with a stable anchor point 

in the ergonomic seat(Ergo-nick-seat ),with a bend two-thirds into the seat depth. This is what we call the ‘pelvic 

brake’. 

1       The pelvis is the basic. Ergo-nick-seat for pelvic rotation and pelvic brake.  

2       Lumbal Support for Upright  thoracale extension Position. Maintain S-Form of the 

             spine. 

3        Lateral Leg guidance. 

4        Foot guidance. 

5   Head Support  Head Turn Field Horizontal  and related to workSee to § 9.4 

                                                             
Dynamic support in every position while working, even for paraplegic and quadriplegic patients, thanks to a 

right match by correct profiles or individual backrest-strapping-fixation. 
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 Freely positionable Seat-System: Under - and upper frame 

connected by fully adjustable interface: Lowerleg adjustment, seat angle adjustment and wheel blance 

adjustment.  

                                             
Everybody needs the correct support profile of the seat and backrest. . 

                                                     
Working together ‘Punctum Fixum’ = Lumbar support and Pelvic Brake.  

           
Due to the two anchor points, the pelvis is continuously tilted forward. The pelvis  dictates the correct shape of the 

spine, which has  assumed a nice S-shape, which the wheelchair user will be able to maintain for a long time due 

to gravity.The right lumbar support height and depth. These cause the body to assume the stretched thoracic 

extension position.  O4 provides support by her  5-Anchor Positioning.   Anchor your position to be able to work, 

sit and drive in a manner that can easily be maintained in the long term. Ergonomic bent seat: Anatomical backrest: 

Lumbar support: Thigh support and Foot support. Advantages: Less tiredness. Always in control thanks to 

increased stability. ‘Punctum Fixum’. These points anchor your position against the force of gravity. That’s what 

it is all about. The curves of the seat dig in subtly and provide beneficial support. The pelvic brake and lumbar 

support ‘punctum fixum’ are used optimally. Mr Newton will be your new best friend! 

Anchoring  and Grounding the position  Anchoring the position by means of pelvic brake and lumbar 

supportEvery sustainable sitting position is anchored by means of gravity. For this reason, it is vital that a 

wheelchair’s seating system establishes the right balance between the musculoskeletal system and gravity. This 

is what we call the ‘pelvic brake’.Due to the two anchor points, the pelvis is continuously tilted.  

            
Ergo-Seat Seat with ergonomic bend 

                        
   Seat Stop-  Pressure Distribution           Pelvic Brake            Seatbonus dig in the seat and find a stop.  

                                                                                            
History:  problem definition, work position, analysis and measurement.   

The pelvis  dictates the correct shape of the spine, which has  assumed a nice S-shape, which the wheelchair user 

will be able to maintain for a long time due to gravity. 
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Back Pre-Forming  Lumbal  forms pelvic.      1150 To 1230 angle guarantees a well-balanced head and provides 

a nice turning platform for this and a view on the horizon. 

Correct lumbar height and depth. 

                                  
 

A proper posture is very important. The bulge in the lower back needs a good lumbar support. 

 If the lower back is properly supported, remains the S-shape of the vertebrae in the correct position. In this way, 

the pressure on the vertebrae is the lowest.  

                                           
Thorax Stability thanks a good backrest profile and adjustablility.  

                                                         
More chest and belly room 

More respiratory = Oxygen = (Energy, Alertness, Focus) = Work Power=Best Performance=Earning Power 

Lungs When the spine is in the thoracic extension position, the thoracic and abdominal cavities are enlarged, 

which allows the body to absorb oxygen without any impediment. This fully relaxed posture enables the body to 

provide the wheelchair user with more energy, which s/he can then use for work 

Breath has to do with open airways. Avoid compression in your seat position. 

.                                     

           You can get More Circulation = Oxygen = (Energy, Alertness, Focus) = Work= Best Performance 

20% Increased lung capacity due to stretched body position / Respratory rate wil be reduced. 

The enlargement of th thoracic cavity results in increased lung capacity, which in turn allows the wheelchair user 

to inhale and exhale more deeply and calmly. When a person is sitting dynamically, the diaphragm and the muscles 

between the ribs are given plenty of room. The airways are open and no pressure is being exerted on them. When 

the wheelchair user inhales, s/he will assume a mildly extended position; when s/he exhales, s/he will assume a 

mildly flexed position.This natural rhythm must not be impeded by the wheelchair user’s work, the ergonomic 

aspects of the wheelchair or the dynamics of propelling a wheelchair.  The stretched position, the so-called thoracic 

extension position, enlarges the thoracic cavity, which means more air, oxygen and strength can be used for work 

purposes. 
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Life depends on functioning organs that need space. 

The body requires movement. Working, sitting and driving dynamically not only prevents backache and rigidity, 

but also increases your thoracic and abdominal cavity capacity, which in turn improves your intestines’ and lungs’ 

performance, which improves oxygen absorption. By properly positioning the body vis-à-vis gravity, one will be 

able to maintain a healthy position to work in for a longer period of time. This will improve metabolism, breathing 

and organ function. Wheelchair workers will retain less fluid and will be able to inhale and exhale more deeply 

and calmly. 

8 hours a day working in a wheelchair. O4 guarantees your health and 

vitality.  

 

                        

                                        
Freely positionable: Under-and upper frame for finding the best body position. 

        
Seat-and backrest profiles:  Plain or profiled. 

                                                                                     Pelvic Brake   

                                                                             
                       RCA-Seat-System                Flat Seat             Contour Seat             Anatomic Back   Flat Back 

§7.2  ELIMINATE SITTING PRESSURE 
No pressure no support. Too much pressure is too much support. The next pressure is the best pressure.  Balance 

between this is subtle. The best compromise is friendly beneficial pressure. 

Sitting in a slumped manner not only causes lower back problems and shoulder complaints, but also causes 

absenteeism. Decubitus is one of the main causes of absenteeism for physical reasons. The impact of moving loads 

can cause decubitus in workers. O4’s cushions have an ergonomic shape. There is a bend in the seat 2/3rds of the 

way in, which enables the worker to sit in a stable manner.It brings beneficial pressure and support. 

                                                                        
O4- WheelChair with Seat-E-Lastica seat with suspension of 2,5m / s2 / damping 30 Hz. 
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Avoid decubitus due to the principles of dynamic seating, driving and working.  

Prevention to give soft and friendly support and relieve. 

                  
The worker create extra pressure by handling of workpieces. A cushion with suspension can accommodate that.  

 

                                                                     
Pressure relieving O4 seat cushion 30 Herz (Hz) suspension and damping. 

§7.10  SEAT CUSHION 
Why do have to buy by  an additional pillow by an expensive wheelchair?  O4 includes a quality cushion in the 

basic of the wheelchair. This cushions of elastic fabrics offers protection against shocks from the ground below, 

which is great when you are driving through a shed, warehouse,yard or factory. 95 Percent of O4users use a regular 

cushion and hardly need a pressure relief cushion any more. 

                                  
We ensure that a larger area is involved in the transfer of pressure. After all, Surface A(Area) will relieve P 

(pressur), according to Pascal’s law. F=Force=Your weight. O4 seat cushion makes ” A” larger then only “S “. 

                                                   
       

                                                                            
Pressure is distributed due to the special Seat-E-Lastica seat tissue. O4 wheelchairs with Seat-E-Lastica seats have 

2.5m/s2 suspension and 30 Hz cushioning. They are particularly suited for wheelchair workers who are sensitive 

to pain or suffer from osteoporosis, arthritis or rheumatic disorder. 
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Natural Latex covered by 1764 pounds  for tension. The covers of the seat and the backrest can be exchanged 

quickly. If necessary, anti-static fire retardant covers for the specific requirements of the industry, or water-

repellent. The seat and backrest covers can be quickly replaced. 

             
Backrest covers from 3 d  woven Air Fabrics . Never a wet back when working! 

 
O4ist the first wheelchair, which corresponds to the latest ISO-D standards for vibration and shock in vihicles. 

                                    

§8  DYNAMIC DRIVING    
Wheelchair workers benefit directly from the scientific research carried out at O4.We closely collaborates with 

several institutions like  to make wheelchair propulsion more comfortable for disabled people. Targets: Working, 

sitting and driving dynamically; faster, farther; lighter, suppleness and more powerfully.Mr Newton has become 

your personal friend.  

       
In addition to having its own laboratory, O4 has a 10 years old collaborative partnership with KfB Universität 

Bielefeld’s Research Centre, grounded by Professor Ralf Hörstmeier, an expert in the field of rolling and spin 

resistance.  

                                                                                   
O4 brings suppleness, quick turns around and light driving. 

The secret and DNA of successfully propelling a wheelchair 
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Free Positionable Lower- and Upper Frame. Connected by an Interface. The interface enables seat height- and 

seat angle adjustment and wheel balance adjustment.  
The secret of O4 wheelchairs lies in the way 

the independently functioning upper part and 

undercarriage are fused together and linked 

through an innovative interface system 

guaranteeing infinitely adjustable energy 

management options. As a result, the driver’s 

sitting position and wheelbalance, centre of gravity vis-à-vis the undercarriage can be set and adjusted quite 

precisely. Shock absorption plays an equally important part: 30Hz damping, cushioning, 2.5m/s2 cushioning 

suspension. Convenient for crossing yards,office, warehouse,  sheds, factories, etc. After all, wheelchair users do 

not want every small rock they pass to send a jolt through their backs. No one wants a bone-jarring ride while 

seated in a wheelchair. All O4wheelchairs, even the basic models, come with high-quality injury-preventing shock-

absorption Seat-E-Lastica seats.A u nique working, sitting and driving experience. That is what you will 

experience when using an O4 WheelChair. It will be as if you are floating from Point A to Point B. For this reason, 

we call our wheelchairs ‘Hoppers’. The O4WorkHopper easily enables users to roll (vehicle) and sit (chair). It 

comes with anti-tippers (dynamic tip controls) which allow one to perform wheelies. The  WorkHopper   increases 

its user’s mobility, makes its worker more independent and self-confident and improves its user’s ability to earn a 

living. So prepare for a better quality of life! Thanks to the back support users receive while seated, they are not 

only better able to apply pressure, but even to develop greater strength. 

Do I take a Foldable WheelChair          or                       Non Foldable WheelChair   in respect to transport? 

Foldable       Not foldable / Fixed frame / Rigid Frame 

Heavy driving       Light driving 

Low weight, pover seat, work and driving properties   Max functionality by lowest weight. 

Transport Wheelchair Fishing Chair on wheels   Really Worktool    

Less  functions and adjustments     Many functions/  adjustments  

Pover seat / Not healthy      Best seat by  lowest weight  / Healthy 

Heavy turn  arounds and driving     Quick turn arounds / light rolling  

Much effort to propel. Spill and sapping energy   Little energy use to propel 

No suspension       Suspension 

Take a test drive in both kinds of wheelchairs and you will come to the conclusion that fixed-frame wheelchairs 

are sturdy, low-energy  driven and precise.  While being able to propel a wheelchair it is just as important to be 

able to just sit in it. O4-provides ultra-light driving wheelchairs which allow one to work, drive and be seated with 

a healthy posture. We were wondering why so many wheelchairs users wish to spend their days in hard-to-use, 

energy-sapping folding wheelchairs which are like fishing chairs with wheels. Although there is a convenient 

alternative WorkHopper. Why would you spend all day in an energy-sapping wheelchair just for the convenience 

of one single folding action?It is much easier to propel and turn them, and you will not have to place quite such a 

load on your shoulder muscles and joints. 

 

                                                         
The WorkHopper is the most energy-efficient wheelchair ever constructed in the category active, healthy work 

wheelchairs.  

Driving in a healthy manner, without incurring any injuries.You can do this by properly setting 

the wheelchair’s wheel balance. As a result, you will need less strength, energy or effort to propel your wheelchair, 

and you will experience less pain. Health and vitality without any effort:Driving, sitting and working without 

incurring any injuries. What you want: You do not want to experi  pain because you have been propelling, working 

and sitting.You can drive on your rear wheels more easily, which means you will move forward, turn corners, turn 

around and reverse more lightly  
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The risk of arm, neck and shoulder injuries is reduced by the correct ergodynamics, calculated especially for you 

by the O4  ergo-dymamic computer programm. Driving with large rear wheels, e.g. 25”, 26” and 28”, will make 

the ergo-dynamic movement you make to propel more efficient and calm movements.  
                   

                                                                                            
By wheelchair driving comes the power not from the large leg muscles, but unfortunately from the small muscles 

of the arm. So we need to save energy as much as possible! O4armpowered. 

                                       

§8.1  TEST YOUR USE OF ENERGY 
Wheelchair manufacturers are allways mysterious about the energy performance of their wheelchairs in so far as 

they  know it.  O4 is counting energy picture crystal clear for you. See 100% transparency below. 

      ‘Black Holes’ picks Your Energy! Take Care! 

You are exhausted by the time you get home; it’s like a black hole has drained all of your energy. Your action 

radius is limited. You are in the evening, dead tired. Your energy is as gone through a  ‘black hole’! Do you suffer 

from many ailments, lack of exercise or driving harms you? Does your ONE- POSITION-WHEELCHAIR restrict 

your life,  cramp your posture, make you stiffer, fatter and gives you ‘wheelchair shoulders’ ‘golfers elbows’, 

tennis arms and a saggy belly? Have 10 years of wheelchair use,  done you more harm than the actual cause of 

your handicap itself?  

When energy is expended, friction converts it into heat, which will not help you propel your wheelchair forward. 

Instead, it will cause your energy (which is low to begin with, due to your disability) to disappear into a ‘black 

hole’.Easy driving, with 0% front wheel pressure. If you feel your energy is disappearing into a ‘black hole’, take 

our THREE-MINUTE TEST!  See below! Get ready to feel a lot more comfort and energy! See to § 20 

                                                   
Powerbox                                  WE  ENERGIZE  YOU.                 O4 Super armpowered 

To measure is to know. If you can measure it you can control it! Switch from inefficient to optimally efficient 

with O4 .  

‘Do you really wish to drive a wheelchair when you don’t know how much energy it will 

take to propel it?’  
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We will tell you everything you need to know about energy levels and balance before you make a purchase; what 

you see is what you get. We are 100% transparent about the use of energy.We find the way that works. That’s our 

mission. 

                                                    
                                  

Suppleness Spinning light                           O4 Energy Test                       Weight shift to driving 

wheels 

                                 Quick-Turn-Arounds                                               Float on the rear wheels! 

The so-called SIT UP STRAIGHT, thoracic extension position,  helps you feel a lot more energetic. 

                         
Shoulder pivot point should be behind  rear axle.                             Drive deep between wheels. 

Prevent ‘wheelchair shoulders’: less shoulder pain due to correct settings.Wheelchair users’ shoulder joints 

are particularly prone to arthritis, shocks, rigidity and overloading. The risk of arm, neck and shoulder injuries is 

reduced by the correct ergodynamics, calculated especially for you by the O4 bodyscan computer. Driving with 

large rear wheels, e.g. 25”, 26” and 28”, will make the movement you make to propel yourself forward more 

efficient and calm. Moreover, this easier technique will prevent overloading of the joints to some extent. This is 

also true for your elbows, wrists and fingers. 

§8.2  SHOCK ABSORPTION 
Can we build in the kind of shock absorption which will prevent wheelchair users from experiencing pain, pressure 

ulcers, pressure sores and muscle rigidity? A seat with great cushioning and suspension, which absorbs impacts 

and vibrations.  

Scientific test on convenience by TNO Human Science 

                         
O4- wheelchair with Seat-E-Lastica seat with suspension 2, 5m / s2 / damping cushioning30 Hz. 

You do not wish to receive a jolt to your back and sensitive backside every time you hit a clinker brick or little 

rock. You do not wish to jar your bones while manoeuvring your wheelchair through a shed, yard or factory. 

 

The Seat-E-Lastica R C TM seat suspension and shock absorption 

will help you move loads at work more effectively.   Shock 

absorption will help you when moving loads on work. Shock 

damping thanks to: worn-out Osteoporose/Arthritus, 

rheumatic u.s.w. The cushion protect your  ride. No more 

bumpy rides! 
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Being seated in a healthy fashion O4 main objective is to create wheelchairs that are 100% healthy, and to prevent 

injuries caused by sitting. The seat allows the user to apply pressure without any effort. This will actually make 

users stronger, placing them at lower risk of occupational injuries. Moreover, our shock-absorbing seat, Seat-E-

Lastica reduces pressure on the user’s entire body. Due to the large surface area, pressure is distributed better. In 

addition,it helps absorb shocks and impacts.O4 is the first wheelchair to satisfy the latest and fairly stringent ISO-

D for vehicles requirements for shock absorption. Convenient for  crossing yards, warehouse,sheds, factories,office 

etc.  

 C O M B I N A T I O N  D A M P I N G   A N D  S P R I N G =  S U S P E N S I O N 

                     
Like their intervertebral discs, wheelchair workers who are sensitive to pain will be protected.  

How pressure is distributed due to the special Seat-E-Lastica  seat tissue. 

                                                                          
O4- wheelchair with  Seat-E-Lastica  seat with suspension of 2, 5m / s2 / damping 30 Hz. 

                                                                
Natural latex gives proper suspension and shock absorption. So no more bumpy rides! 

                                        
Natural Latex covered by 1764 pounds  for tension. No one wants a bone-jarring ride while seated in a wheelchair. 

All O4wheelchairs, even the basic models, has  high-quality Seat-E-Lastica shock-absorption seats with the best 

possible ergodynamics.   

                                                       
Injury-preventing seating quality foams. 

    C O M B I N A T I O N   D A M P I N G   A N D  S P R I N G =  S U S P E N S I O N→ NOT  BUMPY! 

                                               O4 WheelChair Damping  Cushioning performance 

            Damping Herz (Hz) 

Suspension: Thick Volum Tyres    15  

Drive Wheels      18 

Seat Seat-E-Lastica    30 

Backrest      12 

Suspension extra by MultiHopper   23 

  
Seat-E-Lastica R C TM    Soft curves. 
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Seat-E-Lastica committed to the buttocks and bones. 

§8.3  WHEELY 
How does performing a wheelie (placing a lot of your weight on the rear wheels) effect your wheelchair-

propelling performance? The front wheels will create eight times more resistance than the rear wheels with equal 

loading. In other words, it is important that most of the weight is placed on the rear wheels. 

Wheelies      Dynamic Driving                                   

Best acceleration  and  low rolling resistance for suppleness and quick-turn-arounds. 

                                                                                

                   
Create a well-balanced wheelchair and conserve your energy!  
Try for yourself to find the perfect point for spinning.  Performing a spin, i.e., rotating about your body’s 

longitudinal axis, using the infinitely adjustable O4 shifting system, which can be set in a jiffy and can be re-

adjusted later once you become a little braver, or alternatively, if you wish to reduce the amount of wheelie-style 

driving you do.   

§8.4  HAND-HOOP-WHEEL-POSITION 

                          
Wheel diameter in accordance with posture / body type. 

                       
Overlapping  hands hoops 

              
The right settlement of the arm/hand in  relation to the hoop. By several diameters:22-24-25-26-28 ". 

                                  
   Tyre Steps in inches: 22-24-25-26-28 ".         3-d-Body-Measurement                         Ideal overlap 

Bigger wheeldiameter less pushes!  Less wearing. 
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Avoid wheelchair shoulders, tennisarms and golfers elbosw.           No more stiff!             

                              
Carbon Life Pushrims. Different handgrip forms.  

                                                 
Wrong relation Postur-Drive wheel diameter and place of the wheel : Quote after: Bengt Engstrom book” 

wheelchair ergonomics”.  

                                 
Checkpoint IF  Right armpowered: axle can touch with middle finger! 

                                     
O4 ‚s   3D BodyScan recorded your  movement pattern 

                                          
Camber of the drive wheels: the surface of the wheel cuts to the armpit of the worker. 

                       
 Comfort forecast / Drivewheel Size – Posture  Red = Discomfort Area / Green = Comfort Afrea   
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'Too bad' I'm not with the tips of the fingers to the rear axle.  So the push can lighter’. 

      
Clean motion processing: hand  / handrims for lighter and more performance. 

§8.5  BALANCE / WHEEL BALANCE / POINT OF 

GRAVITY 

You  become two new Friends 

                                                               
Albert Einstein / Energy                                                     Isaac Newton       Point of Gravity  

Every body has an individual point of gravity and way of energy use.Bring your pounds / kilo’s and volume to 

the vertical and horizontal axis. 

                                                                                        

g , r, a , v, i, t, y                 

                                                           The vertical and horizontal axis of the wheelchair. 

                                 
O4‘s   Shifting Seat System  to meet your unique point of gravity.Just like airplanes, wheelchairs must be perfectly 

balanced to achieve their best performance.If an airplane is perfectly balanced, it will require less fuel, while at 

the same time becoming more suppleness and manoeuvrability. The same thing is true for wheelchairs. 

 
Your point of gravity is about 1 cm for your belly button. Play with it to makes life and work  easier and lighter! 
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Right point of gravity  and wheel balance brings you  much performance! 

Equilibrium= Wheel Balance  
By dynamically propelling a wheelchair, you will achieve the perfect condition, in terms of equilibrium, balance 

and rhythm. Every human being has his or her own unique centre of gravity. Create the perfect balance by trimming 

your centre of gravity to the wheelchair! If you create such a physical and mechanical balance, you will not just 

roll, but float! In a seated person, the centre of gravity is 1 cm in front of the belly button. 

                                                                                
Dynamic wheelchair driving means that equilibrium, balance and beat, handpushes rhythm, are perfectly 

optimized. 

                    
All O4 WheelChairs are E n e r g y- P r o v e d.  

Easy driving with 0% front wheel pressure.  Do you dare! Prepare for more comfort! 

How is Your balance? 

How sharply and how safely do you want to be able to drive?  
0 / 100% 

5 /  95% 

10 / 90% 

15 / 85% 

20 / 80% 

30 / 70% 

40 / 60% 

 Wheelies                                         Dynamic Driving                       

Best acceleration and  low rolling resistance for suppleness and quick-turn-arounds. 

                                                                     

Speed up  driving and working  

Improve your performance 
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                 Performance increase:                       20%                    15%                   23%               30% 

                                                forward              reversing          wide bend    spinning around        

Working, sitting and driving dynamically means faster, farther, suppleness and more powerfully. The ability to 

manoeuvre your wheelchair at greater speed, do quick turn-arounds in bends and perform wheelies because Mr 

Newton has become your personal friend.  

                  
See to   § 17 Basic Training For Dynamic Driving  A WheelChair 

 
A well-balanced wheelchair requires less propulsion. Your arms, shoulders, wrists and fingers will benefit from 

this. The rolling resistance will be reduced and the amount of energy will be reduced, too. 
 

Would you buy a wheelchair if the purchase did not involve your being measured?  Be careful when buying 

a wheelchair. For example: Before buying glasses, you will have your eyes measured. Before buying a hearing 

aid, you will have your ears measured. How does this besides at wheelchairs? Before buying a wheelchair, come 

to us or to our dealer to be measured on an O4 4-point weight scale  

                                                  
Diagnosis Eyes Test      Diagnosis Shoes Running Test  or      Diagnosis Walk Test        Diagnosis Hearing Test            

                                           
     Diagnosis Wheelchair Driving 

O4 4-point Weight Scale  

§8.6  ROLLING RESISTANCE 
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250  O4-Energy-Use-Measurements at RehaCare Düsseldorf 

Germany International Fair for Aids. 
 

 

 

               
Rolling-& Driving-Resistance /  Energy-spill 

                                     
Frixion converts your energy  in to heat. Where movement is is working an opposite force calls friction or 

rolling resistance.. 

                                                                
‘Black Holes’  Picks Your Energy. Take Care! 

                                               
Tire profiles cause much roll resistance.     Stop Energy Spill with better materials and settings! 

            
O4  high pressure tyres save energy.  

Tire pressure: the harder the tire pressure the less rolling resistance. High pressure tires prevent energy waste. 

The total rolling resistance comes for 60% from the tires. 90% Of the rolling resistance by the tyre, is caused by 

the deformation of the rubber on the spot of the ground. 10% only comes from the contact between the tires and 

the ground.  

 

§9.0  DYNAMIC WORKING 

Active torso and upper body allow one to work.  In order to be able to 

go about our daily duties, we must be able to tilt our torsos forward. This requires a stable position. The torso must 

be able to be actively tilted forward without loading the muscles of the shoulders, neck and back. In addition, the 

wheelchair user’s susceptibility to falling forward must be reduced.In this respect, it is crucial that the wheelchair 

has an adjustable setting, allowing the user to find the right angle between the thighs and the torso. When a 

wheelchair workers actively moves forward, his or her pelvis must be in the right position, and the torso must be 

well balanced. 
Permanent contact between back and backrest to support in all positions.Backrest adjustment and seat angle 

adjustment are two independent processes.The more the torso is kept in one position, the harder it will be to move 
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and sit dynamically. There is only a tiny difference between an active forward movement of the torso and an overly 

stable and secure position in which the pelvis is angled too far backward.By properly positioning the body vis-à-

vis gravity, one will be able to maintain a healthy position to work in for a longer period of time. This will improve 

metabolism, breathing and organ function. Wheelchair users will retain less fluid and will be able to inhale and 

exhale more deeply and calmly. 

 

                                  
 

Your body will open up. Being fully focussed and relaxed while working. 

 

                                                           
The efficiency increases by 30%. Able to tilt  torso forward to work.The wheelchair should adapt to me, not the 

other way around!Your workload becomes more likeable!My stomach no longer gets in the way.For a more open, 

proud, upright posture. Refresh your workposition. Dare more activity.Always angled-up in  the right position for 

doing the job.Line-up with your workstation.Enrich your work environment. 

                                                                                                             
I no longer feel like I am fighting my own body.Have a better job by relaxing at work! The healthy work 

wheelchair. Take the stress out of working, driving and sitting. Fit2work in the Rolling Office.  A place to feel 

good.The WorkHopper gives  

Absorb more oxygen. Enlarged torso abdominal cavity. Change your position whenever you want Lowering 

muscle tension. 

                                               
Get an energy boost.  In-and exhale with any impedement deeply and calmly.I am able work to  the way I 

Inhale the world in your own comfort zone.No more bumpy rides in the factory! Have everything within reach! 

To be one with WorkHopper!      Get the job done with the Fit4work 

                              
More Circulation = Oxygen = (Energy, Alertness, Focus) = Work Power= Best Performance= Earning Power 

§9.1  TO PERFORM HEAVY LABOUR IN A 

WHEELCHAIR IN A SENSIBLE MANNER 
Your workload becomes more likeable with these Tips & Tricks. The net load that your vertebrae bear at any 

moment has to be kept to a minimum. Unfortunately, the static forces working on your body are always very high 

when you are sitting in a wheelchair, even when you are not lifting loads. Therefore, make sure to keep the load 

as close to your body as possible whenever you are lifting anything.Arduous tasks and heavy physical labour 

should not be performed in a sitting position.  

We recommend that all handicapped workers practice zero lifting. 

Lift things calmly and keep your back straight as you do. Keep the load as close to your body as possible, to 

prevent having to reach a great deal. Do not lift anything while your back is in a twisted position; instead, position 

yourself directly in front of the load. Do not try to lift very heavy loads; instead, ask for a co-worker’s help with 

lifting exceedingly heavy or large loads. Try to make sure that heavy materials and tools are not stored at ground 
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level, but at a level that allows you to easily pick them up while sitting.  See to § 6.2 Complaints:Backpain,  

Shoulder  and decubitus. 

§9.2  HOW MUCH MOVEMENT DOES A WORKER 

NEED? 
Because wheelchair workers burn little sugar and fat, it is best for them to vary between different types of 

movement and also add an additional exercise programme to their routine. Please refer to § 9.8 O4’s  Jogging, 

Streching, Fitness,and movement. 

§9.4  VIEWING ANGLE /  LINE OF SIGHT /  

HEADTURN-FIELD 
Your viewing angle is important at work.If your head is able to turn horizontally, without having to be angled up, 

this will helps prevent neck and shoulder problems and allow you to look at the world at horizon levels. 

 “ The WorkHopper ensures that I’m aware of proper working posture”. 

“Nowadays, I am able work to  the way I want to work”.        

 
“Always be I angled-up in  the right position for doing your job”. 

                            

  
Line up and  angle-up to the work / workpiece. Fully seat-angle adjustment under a of 68cm table thanks knee-

pivot-mechanism 

§9.4A  REACHING / HANDLING  
Reaching for and grabbing things in a stable, safe manner: it is possible, thanks to ingenious torso stability, the 

shape of the seat and backrest, and the many adjustment options.Thanks to the increased reach that WorkHopper 

affords you, it feels like you are switching from 2D to 3D working. 

Reach more easily! 

           
Line-up and angle up to the work / workpieces 
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Let us make the world wider! 

                  
WorkHoppers  offers 270º-Reach  thorax stability and much more reach forwards. 

.                

Allways in control by every movement. 

                          

§9.7  SMARTER  AND  MORE  EFFICIENT   WAY OF 

WORKING 
By being aware of proper working posture, stiffening and stunted growth can be prevented. It can also result in 

extra energy and concentration ability. Proper adjustment of the wheelchair to your body and workplace will result 

in a higher personal rate of efficiency, which in turn can lead to considerable improvements in physical and mental 

health.  Your workload becomes more likeable! The efficiency increases by 30%. Enrich your work environment.  

§9.8   FITNESS, MOVING, JOGGING    STRETCHING  

GYMNASTICS    MOVING 
                                                        

                   
Maintain your functions. Use or loose it.  

Fit2Work.   

         

Fit4Work  Ask for our wheelchair gymnastics course and stay healthy at work. 
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The O4 Hopper is a place to feel good. 

Sitting is the new smoking. So movement is vital! Work requires a lot of movement. Work keeps you so fit.  

Work and wheelchair driving has a positive influence on the brain and cognition. Moving increase the cognition, 

dexterity, eye-hand coordination. It keeps the functions on a high level.Maintain the-Sit-Stand-Hang-Functionality 

as much as possible. With standing get the bones by pressure, incentives to strengthen the bones. Standing is 

important for   supply of materials and elimination of toxins in the legs.We are made for movement. The SIT-STAND-

HANG rhythm has  a key role in your health. Experts advise the able bodied disabled  go SIT-STAND-HANG  5-10 times 

per hour.  

Why moving? Wheelchair users must extra move to burn the sugars and fats at all! You keep the muscle strength 

up to standard. The muscles do not shorten. You keep the mobility and coordination on somewhat level and the 

total bodily function. Use it or loose it! 

For Who? Keep running if possible. Also if walking painfully goes! Better to difficult walking than too little 

moving. Walk as you can, even if it needs effort. Forced wheelchair driving or work through has a positive effect 

on the brain! Keep your muscle strength, calf pump operation, bones muscle length and coordination for work. 

Dynamics sitting, driving and working maintains your bodylength. Your morning length will be the evening 

length! The lancet  

What are the training goals? Training: strength, balance, endurance, mobility, coordination, agility, cognition, 

dexterity and eye-hand coordination. 

Where? Put a alternately parcour in your area where you work and live. The wheelchair as a fitness device: 

wheelchair driving is a form of movement, you can run every day and at any time and where you know the intensity 

of the effort. Make yourself a ideal trail that you can extend to your heart's content with challenges. A light to 

moderate intensive training delivers the most beneficial effects or go up tempo wheelchair driving half an hour 7 

days a week including warming-up and cooling-down. Search the physical boundaries on. Exercise 2 x 45 min per 

week with mild to moderate intensity exercise. See § 10.1 Handbike as fitnessroom  or work out studio. 

§10  TRANSPORT / TRAVELLING TO AND FROM 

WORK / COMMUTING / TRAVELLING 
Do I take a Foldable WheelChair    or                 Non Foldable WheelChair   in respect to transport? 

Foldable       Not foldable / Fixed frame 

Heavy driving       Light driving 

Low weight, pover seat, work and driving properties   Max functionality by lowest weight. 

Transport or WheelChair Fishing Chair on wheels   Really a Worktool  

  

Less  functions / adjustments     Many function  / adjustments  

Pover seat       Best seat by  lowest weight   

Heavy turn  arounds and driving     Quick turn arounds / light rolling  

Much energy to propel, spill and sapping energy   Little energy use to propel 

No suspension       Suspension 

Take a test drive in both kinds of wheelchairs and you will come to the conclusion that fixed-frame wheelchairs 

are sturdy, low-energy and precise.  While being able to propel a wheelchair, it is just as important to be able to 

just sit in it. O4- provides light driving wheelchairs which allow one to work, drive and be seated with a healthy 

responsible posture.  

Many look at the wheelchair choice to weight and a quick folding and don’t  look  that it also should facilitate  

working, driving and sitting all day. 

               
Travelling to and from work 
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O4-wheelchairs can be significantly reduced  in volume and weight. 

 
Either manually or e-hub-motor: electric driving can be plugged and played on most O4 products. The excellent 

shock absorption enables you to move around the factory, warehouse or office comfortably and without pain. 

§10.1  HANDBIKE 
Handbike cycle   / Travelling to and from work. Things becomes even more fun with a hand cycle attachment! 

Your wheelchair becomes the perfect fitness equipment, always within reach: your own ‘workout studio’. Your 

wheelchair stimulates you to exercise and go ‘jogging’, both great ways to burn sugars and fat. Did you know that 

hand cyclists love O4 wheelchairs because of their adjustable backrests? Our constant-contact backrest: even when 

your front wheels comes off the ground, the wheelchair’s ergodynamics are still properly balanced. Always be 

able to adopt the right position; and there are many to vary between!It takes a lot less effort, and top performances 

are within reach! Most (electric) hand cycles are compatible with O4 wheelchairs. 

                        
Laura de Vaan the fastest woman in the world  on her  way to Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020 

 E-Handbike attachment 

§11  COMPENSATION  / PAYERS 
EMPLOYER / GOVERNMENT  INSURANCE COMPANY 

Compensation  / Subsidies to obtain the WorkHopper. Can I receive a subsidy for WorkHopper and 

Accessories? See O4 Argumentation Aid.There are various subsidies that can be obtained for WorkHopper. For 

example Health insurance funds; trade associations; health institutions; employment agencies; health insurance 

companies; work-related and occupational aids. The costs of a  WorkHopper will amount about a cup of coffee a 

day!  

Both structural labour disabilities and smaller defects or limitations can be solved with the right aids. These will 

help you function properly and return to your former job, or find alternative ways of re-entering the labour market. 

WorkHopper adapts to you and to all possible situations, making it a lot easier to keep or find a new job. 
Sitting in a slumped manner not only causes lower back problems and shoulder complaints, but also causes 

absenteeism. Decubitus is one of the main causes of absenteeism for physical reasons. 

Employer: If handicapped workers are not limited by bad aids and are instead equipped and facilitated with proper 

wheelchairs, this allows you to tap into huge potential for improvement. 

Employer: "My employee moves around her workplace a lot more now. She can reach for things more easily, and 

when we talk, we are more on the same level, which is nicer for both of us.’ 
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Advantages for employers 

 Increased production, 

 Increased workload 

 Increased efficiency  

 More time gain 

 Less unwarranted 

absenteeism due to 

wheelchairshoulders, 

golfers ellbows and 

tennis arms.  

 Employers go from 

underperforming to 

performing at their 

best 

 More Participation 

possibilities 

 Acces to disabled 

work 

 Increased production, 

more clout, and more 

participation. 

 Lasting employability, 

until employees are 67 

years of age, and the 

ability to work longer 

days and weeks. 

 Better motivation, 

concentration ability 

and focus. 

 Motivation by heart 

for the work 

environment. 

 Barrier free access, 

less adaption 

 
Source:  Scandinavian Labour Organisation 

 

 

 

Wheelchair Workers

Normal Labour

Integration

Reintegration

Detachement

Sheltered Workshop

Potential Improvement

Can Work more Divers  with a
better Aid

Can earn More Money  thanks a
Better Wheelchair

Income Wheelchair workers

Paid Wheelchair workers

Non Paid Wheelchair Workers

/ Volunteers

Performance Wheelchair Workers

Bad Perform

Under Perform

Out Perform

Best Perform
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§11.1  UNITED NATIONS RIGHTS   
CONVENTION  PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

Equal access to a working life. Right to an independent and self destiny life equal with other people. Barrier-free 

access to all areas of society to information and communication. The continued development of Technologies and 

tools for people with disabilities. Affordable aids for people with  disabilities.  

The access to full text is available on the internet under Rights United Nation Convention Disabled 

§11.2  NATIONAL ACTION PLAN    
GOVERNMENT DISABLED 

Each person should participate to society. People with disabilities and people without disabilities should live 

together. All people should have the same opportunities. Each person should decide for themselves. All people 

should live together. People with disabilities everywhere can join in. People with disabilities may as well many 

things as people without disabilities. People with disabilities also have wishes and dreams. 

§12 ACCESSORIES FOR INCREASED JOB 

SATISFACTION: WORKTOOLS 
You must be able to work, sit and move around in your wheelchair without injury. Our accessories will  make 

your work and your daily comfort even more pleasurable. Accessories that can be added to your occupational 

wheelchair are: a worktop, tablet holder, armrest, document holder, PC bag underneath the wheelchair. 

Strapping can create a considerable increase in the work performance / earning power of (partially) paralysed 

people. Kit to lower the risk  to have arm/neck/ shoulder complaints  or ("mouse arm"). Strapping and fixation 

can increase the  performance and  earning capacity significantly  by paralyzed workers. 

                       
A lot of accessories for the Rolling-Office  

                                                                               
Non-contact-backrest          

Attachments for people with reduced trunk stability even for paraplegic and tetraplegic. 

 

Able  to  Work 8 Hours a Day

Able to work 8 Hours a Day

Able to Work 6 Hours a Day

Alble to Work 4 Hours a Day

Able to Work 2 Hours a Day

Able to Work less than 2 Hours a

Day
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SweaSeFully  Fully seat-angle adjustment under a of 68cm height  table thanks knee-pivot-mechanism.  Line up 

and  angle-up to the work / workpiece  E-Handbike attachment 

                           
Fit to your print  

§12.1  STRAPPING FIXATION  / SEAT-ORTHOSIS 
Can you work a regular job when paralised? See to  § 1.4     Fixation  / Strapping 

                                
        BodyPoint                       Pelvic fixation                                                        Thorax-Fixation     Vest 

                           
                   AJ2     Knee-Stop                                           Belt under knee  with tensioner  Around knee  

                         
Orthesis or ExoSkelet by for more paralized workers. 

                            
Less freedom more support if you need it necessary. 

§ 13 COMBINATIONS / COMPATIBLE WITH /  

MODULE 
 

                    
The WorkHopper functionality can be applied to various O4 Hoppers. 
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WorkHopper in all views 

                                  
Easy fix Hopper     OlympicHopper               SwayHopper                      TripHopper            Easy Hopper  

                                    
E-Power-Assist               E-Power-Assist      HemiHopper              Obesitas Hopper 28”       Mono-Frame 

The WorkHopper is the most energy-efficient wheelchair ever constructed in the category active, healthy work 

wheelchair. 

                      
Aircraft aluminium causes  rigidity at low weights. This module is compatible with wheelchairs with a bent rear axle. 

§15 ANTI-TIPPING CONTROLS / TIP-CONTROLS 
Fear of falling backwards (tipping).  The integrated rollover protection guarantees your safety. 

                                                   
Laura drives  zero frontwheel pressure  0%, Frontwheel pressure in combination with the composite dynamic 

tipcontrol! 

If your ´shoulders are in trouble try our,  so called by users, kangeroesticks 

Driving with low frontwheel pressure  
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Driving safe ( not to tippy).   Optimal driving but with even low effort. 

Driving with high frontwheel pressure. 

               
To safe driving (not tippy). As a result, the wheelchair drives heavy and shoulders get in trouble. 

                                                   
    No charge                                   Charge                             No charge                                               Charge 

 The integrated composite dynamic tipcontrol ensures your safety in all working positions.  

The weightlessness caused by the (composite tipcontrol=kangaroo sticks) adds a whole new dimension of 

driving a wheelchair. 

                       
You can manage obstacles of  7cm before to retract them.  

                                                               
Propelling an O4 Hopper is a unique experience. The anti-tipper, which can be turned on quickly, ensures that the 

chair has the required well-balanced centre of gravity (= most weight on the drive wheels). Needless to say, this 

ability to jump or float is one of the tricks from which the W orkHopper  derives its name. O4 Hoppers require less 

than 140 Watt when in motion. Rather than buying a wheelchair, the user will purchase a Hopper, which is 

guaranteed to offer him or her an unique working, sitting or driving experience. 

D o   t h e  b e e r  t e s t ! 

                      
Driving, Sitting,stretching,  'Working' without fear and worry about  tipping! 
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Sharp and tippy driving with the right wheel balance, that suits your body. No more ´wheelchair 

shoulders´golfers elbows or tennisarms.90% Rear wheel pressure. Superlight driving. Remain injury free. 

New Balance 

       
With the kangeroesticks you will challenge the limits of your wheel balance.  

                                                                                                   
Armpowered by O4.  

§16  FEMALE ♀ GEOMETRY AND ASPECTS FOR A 

WORK WHEELCHAIR 
Wheelchairs for men and women or unisex! Wheelchairs for men and women. Men are ´apples´. Broad shoulders 

and narrow hips. Women are ´pears´. Narrow shoulders wide hips. O4 noted these differences. 

Women often have a more lordotic spine (20% more curved) than men. O4 takes into account theses differences 

in male and female geometry; the WorkHopper ’s shape is adjusted accordingly. 

 
Non Contact  Backrest                          See to  § 1.4 

§17  BASIC TRAINING FOR DRIVING A 

WHEELCHAIR. 

                        
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

      
Daring more.  Feel free. 

                
Experience in a safe environment with safe trainers.  
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Challenge the limits! 

 

§18  TESTIMONIALS 
Laura – ‘Now that I am using a WorkHopper , I have optimum postural support. The backrest follows  

the position of my back. The result is that I can take up my old job again, I feel fit and can ride around 

pain free. But that’s not all. I can reduce my wheelchair in size, ready for transport during a work trip, 

effortlessly.’ 

 

                                
Users, therapist, payers 

      

      
§ 

      

 I’ve gained a third dimension! 

  A great place to work, sit,  drive, to 

 celebrate >>> If I had continued  to work 

 in a transport wheelchair, my back  would 

 have been ruined years ago. 

 My stomach no longer gets in the way. 

 I feel I´m in control and have  my life 

 back. 

 I’ve taken up participating in sports again. 

 I am able to have more eye contact, and 

 thus more contact with customers. 

 I am able to develop better working 

 routines.. 

 My labour productivity has increased. 

 I am stimulated to move around more. 

 I think I’ll be able to make it to retirement 

 age in good health. 

 My back is no longer locked up all the 

 time. Lack of movement really causes a lot 

 of deterioration.  

 I no longer feel like I am fighting my own 

 body. 

 You can’t be too careful about taking good 

 care of your shoulders. 

 ‘I am now able to develop my strength 

 without any impediment.’ 

  ‘I can face the horizon properly once 

 again.’ 

  ‘I can breathe properly nowadays.’ 

  Sitting without being constricted. 
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 I’m one with it!       

 My experience of the world has been lifted 

 by 15 cm. 

 I am now able to work actively, and then 

 relax properly. 

 Driving low, in between the rear wheels 

 I can work for 8 hours straight now.  

 Wow, my wheelchair has suspension.  

 No more bumby rides! 

 

Vering demping

§19  TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Specifications of the WorkHopper wheelchair 

Weight Maximum weight load 120 kg 

Seat width 36,5 cm - 39 cm - 41,5 cm - 44cm - 46,5 

         cm - 49 cm - 51,5 cm 

Seat depth 35 cm - 37,5 cm - 40 cm - 42,5 cm - 45 

         cm - 47,5 cm - 50 cm 

Seat height Front 48 cm - 60 cm 

   Rear 43 cm - 61 cm 

Back height 35 cm, 37,5 cm, 40 cm, 45 cm, 50 cm 

Rolling resistance <140 watt 

 

Rolling resistance  ≤120 Watt   

   (standard measurement) 

Shock absorption  Max. 30Hz   

            Shock absorption 

Suspension   Max. 2.3 m/s2 

Sitting pressure   < 60 Hg /mm 

Pressure rating   1-4 Norm AFNOR*  / 

                        GZG> 30Hg/mm 

Seat fabric Air permeability              of 65.6  square 

             cm Backrest fabricAir permeability   of 400 

                                      square cm 

For AP-M see separate information sheet.                                                       * Standardisation   Of Life Standards  

§19A  RESEARCH / ACCOUNTABILITY 
Wheelchair users benefit directly from the scientific research 

carried out at O4.  We closely collaborates with several institutions 

to make work in a  wheelchair more comfortable for disabled 

workers.We have conducted extensive research regarding working 

in a wheelchair with work related aspects of a office,factory,yard, 

warehouse; viewing angels, hedturn, reach, handling weight 

We asked wheelchair workers the 

following questions

Wht limits  your work?  

What is your ideal work wheelchair like?  

Where are you able to sit most comfortably?  

Where are you able to work best?  

Is working in a wheelchair strenuous and why?  

What will increase your earning power?  

What are the most important things that you 

struggle with?  

What is your posture like after 10 years of 

working?  

When was the last time you enjoyed a comfortable 

wheelchair drive? 

Usage intensity / km / hours worked   

Jobs you can or cannot do.  

What added benefits would a better fit (support / 

freedom) have for you?  

How could strapping / fixation affect your job 

opportunities? 

Are you tired / stiff / sore by the end of the day?  

What do you think is the most important thing 

when working in a wheelchair?  

Which problem do we need to solve?  

Does  ‘black holes’picks your energie?

Answers to the above and the below questions and workplace analyses, 

was  the input for the development of the WorkHopper. 

http://www.afnor.org/en/core-activities/standardization/standardization-mission-overview
http://www.afnor.org/en/core-activities/standardization/standardization-mission-overview
http://www.afnor.org/en/core-activities/standardization/the-life-of-standards
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Aspects of research working  Can you do with a work wheelchair more diverse work and better use your 
potential? 

Time (Hours)  

Move Workpieces (weight) 

Dynamic-Static Position  

Motion variation  

Reach out Viewing Angle  

Hand-Eye-Coordination  

Trunk balance    

Fatigue/Maintain/ Duration 

Home-Work-Travel/Commute  

Sit-Stand-Hang  

Workload  

Potential exploited 

Untapped restriction by tool  

Tasks/ Assignments  

Can/Cannot  

Rest periods/Breaks  

Move moments while working 

Bad Perform / Under Perform  

Best Perform/    Outperform  

Can earn more at exploitation 

potential 

Can work more diverse with a 

better wheelchair and using 

potential. 

                           

       

                      
Scientist: ‘Sufficient movement stimulates both one’s physical and mental health.’ (Burke, Stone). ‘Muscle 

function stays better for longer if users continue to move actively.’ (Chuck Coustain). 

Occupational therapist: Workers are seated lower between the wheels when driving, and can then raise 

themselves up 15 cm to line up with their workstation properly. Workers are able to get up more safely. Their 

confidence starts returning. Getting up can be very difficult and strenuous for wheelchair workers, but thanks to 

WorkHopper  users’ knees are more easily and safely brought into a locked position. Wheelchair workers are 

once again able to and dare to move actively, within their own limits, and become less dependent. By doing 

things themselves, they will stay healthy for longer, and thus have a better quality of life. 
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3D measurement of 600 men and 600 women by TNO Human Science for among other things u.a.  O4. 

Physical / occupational therapists, health and vitality promoters: ‘Thanks to WorkHopper, people are 

stimulated to keep moving. It maintains workers muscles, joints, and brain, and the overall health of the wheelchair 

workers improves as well. Working, driving, reaching and moving all become easier. Workers also become less 

fearful of falling, and their way of getting up changes; they become more sure of themselves, leading them to get 

up more often. This is particularly beneficial for people who are at risk of developing decubitus. Wheelchair 

workers only need to get up independently eight times a day to ensure that they do not experience further loss of 

function. Source: Urs Kempf, physical therapist. 

                                    
          Proved Products 

Wheelchair workers benefit directly from the scientific research carried out at O4.  We closely collaborates with 

several institutions to make work in a  wheelchair more comfortable for disabled workers. 

O4
technology isd subject to many patents!     

§20  FINALLY    TEST DRIVE 

 
Are you interested in an  O4 wheelchair? If you would like to try one out please contact us,  non-committal,  or 

one of  our dealers. Experience the way the WorkHopper can lessen your load. We are here to free you. You can 

then experience the advantages of the WorkHopper for yourself. When trying out a wheelchair, you will become 

acquainted with the low rolling resistance, rollover protection and 270º reach of the WorkHopper.We can visit you 

at home or at work. There is always great potential for improvement! Call us or send us an email to make an 

appointment, without having to commit to anything. O4WheelChairs T +31(0)315 396 900  E info@o4.eu   

W www.o4wheelchairs.com

mailto:info@o4.eu
http://www.o4wheelchairs.com/
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§21  ORDERING FORM WORKHOPPER 
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